Attachment 1b
Alternate PBI Tag Layout to Accomodate Additional Warehouse Coupons
Individual Tag/Label
Attachment 1c
Alternate PBI Tag Layout- Individual Tag/Label

Gin Code 99999 Gin Bale 0001105

0001105

YOUR GIN NAME HERE

999990001105

YOUR GIN NAME HERE

999990001105

YOUR GIN NAME HERE

999990001105

YOUR GIN NAME HERE

999990001105

YOUR GIN NAME HERE

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURAL MARKETING SERVICE
COTTON IDENTIFICATION COUPON

YOUR GIN NAME HERE
P.O. BOX 999
ANY TOWN, USA 55555
Attachment 2a
Acceptable PBI Tag Layout- Tags/Labels on Rolls

This Side Off Roll First

This End Off Roll First
Attachment 2b
Acceptable PBI Tag Layout - Tags/Labels on Rolls
Attachment 3
Placement of PBI and Safety Tags

Front Crown of Bale

Safety Tag

PBI Tag

Back Crown of Bale